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One Hundred Years Ago
(with extracts from the A/pine Journal)
C. A. Russell
Photographs 22 - 26

Despite the severe cold which affected many parts of the Alps at the beginning of
1884 it was not long before further attempts were made to scale the great peaks in
winter. On II January Mrs Elizabeth Burnaby,l with Edouard Cupelin, Martin
Schocher and another guide, succeeded in climbing the Schneekuppe, the L\1"\V
and lower summit ofPiz Roseg. They were, however, unable to reach the highest
point owing to the dangerous state of the final narrow ridge.
A fortnight later, on 26 January, Vittorio Sella, who had been defeated on
Monte Rosa in the previous March, completed the first winter ascent of the
Dufourspitze, accompanied by the guides Joseph and Daniel i\laquignaz. After
spending the night in a tent on the moraine of the Grenz glacier they reached the
highest point at 1.30 pm by way of the glacier and the SS\,,· ridge or Cresta Rev.
Sella noted that 'up to a height of3700 metres the snow was soft and powdery;
higher up it was much harder and better fitted for climbing. The bi"ouac was
regained at 5.30pm and the second night spent on the moraine between the
Gorner and Theodul glaciers, exposed to a furious wind'.
Another winter ascent of interest took place in Scotland on 11 February when
C. D. Cunningham, with Emile Rey the Courmayeur guide and a local man.
John Cameron, climbed Ben. evis and "isited the Observatory which had been
opened in the previous October. \,"hile enjoying hot steaming collee and toasted
ship's biscuits Cunningham explained to Mr Omond, the observer, and his two
assistants that if the weather had been better the party would have made the
climb on the previous day, a Sunday. "'Had you come here on the Lord's Day,"
said the head observer, "you would not have gained admittance." This gentleman's
dread of Sabbath-breaking was evidently greater than his fear of alcoholic
"steemulants", as he accepted, with apparent satisfaction, a quart bottle of
whisky.'
Conditions throughout the Alps at the beginning of the climbing season were
no better than those experienced a year earlier and "ery little serious climbing
was recorded. However, in the Mont Blanc range on 27 June A. Barbey,
accompanied by J. Bessard climbed the Aiguille d'Argentiere by way of the
couloir which bears his name, the first time that the summit had been reached
from this direction. The ascent of the Argentiere by the Barbey couloir and the
NE ridge is now the normal route from the Swiss side. Two weeks later, in the
Bernese Oberland, Barbey and L. Kurz, with two guides, reached the summits of
the unclimbed Vorder and Hinter Galmih6rner on 12 July and on the following
day made the first ascent of the Sch6nbiihlhorn, on the main \\'annenhorn ridge
above the Konkordia hut.
As is often the case the weather proved more reliabk in the Dolomites, where
climbs of ever greater difficulty were being completed. On 19July, Baron Roland
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Eotvos, with Michael Innerkofter succeeded in reaching the unclimbed lower
summit of the Croda del Lago. To the west the first ascent of the highest point of
the Crozzon di Brenta was completed by Karl Schulz, with Matteo Nicolussi.
Both these climbs were fine achievements for the period.
A few days later Emil and Otto Zsigmondy made the first guideless ascent of
the Croda del Lago. During the following 6 weeks the Zsigmondy brothers,
accompanied in most cases by Ludwig Purtscheller and on a number ofoccasions
by Schulz, carried out a remarkable series of guideless climbs including, in the
Dolomites, the Sass Maor and the N peak of the Dreischusterspitze. Further west
they completed, by way of the Hornliand Italian ridges, the first guideless
traverse of the Matterhorn, climbed the E face of Monte Rosa, Castor, the
Zinalrothorn and the WeiBhorn and reached the summi t of the Bietschhorn from
the S.
The ascent of the Bietschhorn, on 2 September, was made by way of several
unpleasant couloirs. One in particular was followed 'till the increasing falls of
stones compelled them to leave it. The ascent henceforth was continued on or
near the W ridge, which was reached only t>y great efforts. This consisted of a
series of rock towers, separated by deep notches, and presented enormous
diffic~lties. L. PurtscheJler ano E. Zsigmonoy, one of whom always led, dIStinguished themselves by feats requiring all a gymnast's skill in places where
there was little hold for the hands and none for the feet.' More than once an
accident was narrowly avoided and the party was fortunate, after leaving the
summit at 4.30pm, to find steps already cut on the route ofdescent.
At the end ofJuly a settled period of weather began which was to last until well
into September and climbing commenced in earnest in all regions. On 8 August
the unclimbed Fiescher Gabelhorn, next to the Sch6nbiihlhorn, was ascended by
P. and C. Montandon. In the Pennine Alps summits reached for the first time
included the N peak of the Bouquetins on 8 August by F. A. Monnier, with
J. Quinodoz, and the highest point of the Bishorn on 18 August by G. S. Barnes
and the Rev. R. Chesshyre-Walker, with Joseph Imboden and J. M. Chanton.
The Barnes party, which climbed the easy slopes above the Col de Tracuit, is
credited with the first recorded ascent of the actual summit; the slightly lower
E peak had been reached on 6 August by Mrs Burnaby, with Imboden and Peter
Sarbach, by way of the Bisjoch and the ENE ridge. Ridges climbed for the first
time were the SE or Luette ridge of Mont Pleureur by Emile Thury and Louis
Wanner, withJ. H. Bessard, on 16 August; the W or Meitin ridge of the Combin
de Valsorey, the W peak of the Grand Combin massif, on I September by Charles
Boisviel, with Daniel Baileys and Henri Shaphin; and the N ridge of the
WeiBmies on 3 September by W. H. Paine, with Theodor Andenmatten and
Zurbriggen, the landlord of the inn at Saas Grund.
Other climbs of note in the Pennine Alps were the first traverse, from E to W, of
the Breithorn frontier ridge by J. Stafford Anderson, with Ulrich Almer and
Aloys Pollinger, on 16 August and a traverse of the Dent Blanche on 25 August
including the first descent of the unclimbed W ridge, by Schulz and Mrs E. P.
Jackson, with Pollinger and J..J. Truffer. Also on 25 August the first recorded
ascent of the W face of the Grand Cornier was completed by W. Asbury Greene
and F. C. Mills, withJean Vuignier and Martin Pralong.
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In the Austrian Alps an important climb was completed by Moritz von
Kuffner, with C. Ranggetiner and E. Rubesoier, who made the first traverse ofthe
ridge between the Glocknerwand and the GroBglockner. The party also made the
first ascent of the Teufelshorn, the steep pinnacle on the NW ridge of the
GroBglockner. This route, the most important ofits type in the region, is a classic
expedition comparable with some of the best ridge traverses in the W Alps.
Another fine route completed for the first time was the traverse of the OlpererFuBstein ridge in the Zillertal Alps by Guido Lammer, solo, on 13 August.
Ou tside the Alps the principal expedition ofthe year was that ofthe Hungarian
explorer Maurice de Dechy who made the first of seven visits to the Caucasus.
Due to political and military considerations little, if any, serious exploration of
this range by experienced mountaineers had been carried out since the second
British expedition ten years earlier and of the major peaks only Elbruz (5633 m)
and Kasbek (5047m) had been climbed.
Arriving in mid July de Dechy, accompanied by the Swiss guides Alexander
Burgener and Peter Joseph Ruppen, spent two months in the central Caucasus,
beginning with the first ascent, as he then supposed, of ' the mighty double peak'
'of Adai Khokh or Uilpata (4638m), the highest summit in the group above the
Mamison valley and pass. In an account read before the Alpine Club in the
following year de Dechy recalled that on 23 July, after negotiating a very difficult
glacier approach the party bivouacked above the N Tsaya icefall. On the next day
they set out to reach the summit by way of a snow slope and the NE ridge. 'The
steep slope we were mounting lay in front ofAdai Choch and masked its base, so
that we were still unable to determine on the proper line of final ascent. Once the
crest of this snow-slope was gained, however, the mountain lay directly before our
eyes. It appeared as a gigantic pyramid, its broad side built up of precipitous
crags and torn blocks of neve from which sharp ridges led to a crest crowned by
two peaks.
'The ridge which fell towards us was now attacked, for by it the ascent had
evidently to be affected. It was a steeply inclined snow-ridge, broken here and
there by rocks, and for the most part extremely narrow, or crowned by overhanging cornices. We were often compelled to cut steps or to leave the actual crest
and traverse on the precipitous slopes, rocks partially covered with ice and snow,
or to clamber over the rocky towers which rose out of the ridge. Hour after hour
went by in the same hard ceaseless struggle. At last at noon we gained the first
peak. The weather had again changed for the worse, and the loftier summit lay
yet far in front separated from us by undulating snow-ridges.
'Great care was necessary to avoid the frequently overhanging snow-cornices.
Progress became more and more difficult. The passage oftwo points gave us some
anxious moments and called for the greatest care. One was a f<\ce of rocks which
sloped in smooth slabs towards a precipice. Holding fast as best we could we had
to swing ourselves over from one good foothold to the next. The other was a huge
tower built up ofoverhanging blocks, which rose out ofthe ridge and gave us great
trouble to master. We were constantly reminded of the ridge of the WeiBhorn,
only that in the present case the separate difficulties were greater.
'The sky meantime was growing darker and heavy masses of cloud drifting up
from the south obscured the view, leaving however the highest peak still clear in
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front of us. One more steep snow-slope and then we were on the final crest, ana
after a few steps to the left we stood at 1.30pm on the highest point ofAdai Choch.'
The account was well received but doubts were subsequently raised as to the
identity of the peak and for many years it was supposed that the summit reached
was, in fact, that of Khamkhaki Khokh, the Adai Khokh of D. W. Freshfield's
'Central Caucasus'. The issue was debated at length by contemporary authorities,
including Freshfield, and de Dechy satisfied himself that he had indeed ascended
Adai Khokh. The question was finally resolved 30 years later when Harold
Raeburn, after his own visits to the region, identified the peak as the double
summit of Mamison Khokh. Raeburn, who had been greatly interested in 'the
mystery of Adai Khokh', investigated the matter in detail and showed that de
Dechy could not have climbed the true Adai Khokh, which is not a double
summit. Nevertheless, as Raeburn pointed out, Mamison Khokh which 'is at
least 1000 feet lower than Adai' is a fine mountain in its own right.
Two weeks later de Dechy was ready to attempt either Koshiantau or Dychtau
but his plans were thwarted by the bewildering topography and the onset of
heavy rain. Although the weather did not improve, the party, accompanied by a
local hunter, managed on 23 August, to make the second ascent of the Wand
higher summit of Elbruz.2 The highest point. was not reached until 6pm and the
descent, which required four hours ofstep-cutting 'on a glittering icy surface in a
dark night without moon, with raging storm and intense cold', left everyone
severely frostbitten.
Although de Dechy's achievements were limited he inaugurated a new period
of climbing activity in the Caucasus and his detailed descriptions were largely
responsible for drawing the attention of British and other mountaineers to the
regIOn.
In the western hemisphere a noteworthy climb was the first recorded ascent,
by W. L. Hunter and C. Mulholland, of Mount Williamson (4384m) the second
highest peak in the Sierra Nevada. Williamson is one of several peaks in the
vicinity of Mount Whitney (4418m), the highest point of the California High
Sierra and in the contiguous United States.
In Britain, where rock-climbing was still in its early stages, two routes are
worthy of note. In April, A. H. Stocker, who with T. W. Wall had climbed the
W buttress of Lliwedd in the previous year, returned to the cliff and with
A. G. Parker made the first ascent of the buttress by way of what later became
known as the Primitive Route. Although this route is one of the easiest ways up
the "V buttress the ascent was an important contribution to the development of
Welsh rock-climbing. In the Lake District in September, W. P. Haskett Smith and
John Wilson Robinson made the first ascent of Steep Chyll on Scafel!.
The conclusion to this summary of the events of 100 years ago is taken from
Maurice de Dechy's account of his ascent in the Adai Khokh group above the
Mamison Pass. 'The men who have proved their courage and their energy in the
conquest of the Alps will hardly flinch before the difficulties inseparable from the
exploration of more remote ranges. Slowly then, but surely, will fall one after the
other the giants of the Caucasus and many others which raise their heads above
the clouds along the crest of the great chain. New passes will be opened over the
mountain wall, and the mountaineers, as they pursue their untrodr'~~ M.ho
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through the icy wildernesses, will laugh - or if the snow is soft, perhaps groanonce more over the exploded superstition that "the Caucasus has but few and
small glaciers".
'Such were the thoughts that passed through my mind, as after the completion
of my photographic work and measurements on the heights above the Mamison
Pass I took my ease in the warm sunshine and endeavoured to stamp in my
recollection the nobie mountain landscape which lay in glittering clearness before
my eyes. I was unwilling to leave behind the dark cliffs, the sparkling snow-slopes
and mountain platforms, the sharp ridges that led up to the central peak, on
whose proud summit I had been the first to set foot. I rehearsed in memory the
details of the ascent, and flattered myself by hoping it might hereafter be
reckoned among the small beginnings of the time of which I was dreaming when the Caucasus will be added to the playgrounds of Europe.'
De Dechy may have missed his peak but his contribution to the exploration of
the Caucasus will not be forgotten.
I Better known as Mrs Aubrey le Blond, the founder of the Ladies' Alpine Club.
~ The first ascent had been made in 1874 by the second British expedition.

